The answer to the
US - China Trade War
Defending competitiveness
Attacking corruption

Defining the Battle of the 21st Century
•

•

•

•

The US China Trade War is the greatest challenge the global
economy will face as the world’s business transaction weighting
moves from the Trans Atlantic to the Eurasian economic cycle.

Earlier generations of competition began just after World War
Two, as the Japanese and German industries gathered resources
to rebuild. Their rise to prominence was based around quality
initiatives espoused by William Edwards Deming and Joseph Juran.
These were the foundation stones of international competition
inspiring ‘right first time’. With progression, delivery was
embraced through ‘Just in Time’ initiatives leading to faster
production systems created by the Japanese thinkers Taiichi Ohno,
Iwao Kobayashi and Shigeo Shingo. The ‘Third Generation’ saw
these developments expand into the Toyota Production System,
Six Sigma, Lean Manufacturing, TQMP and 20 Keys; heating up
competition in a globally saturated marketplace. Corporate
competitiveness began morphing into conflict as every penny
counted towards achieving stronger growth than the rival.

When China entered the world markets through the World Trade
Organization on December 11th 2001, demand rose for a fourth
generation approach which took into consideration that the new
world of business may not play by the old rules. The only obstacle
standing in the way of developing countries advancement was the
obsolete level playing field embedded in the 20 th century.

7Tao is an effective ‘fourth generation’ industrial martial art based
on the ancient eastern principles of warfare intertwined with the
world’s most modern engineering and manufacturing
philosophies. The 7Tao industrial combat method takes the work
achieved by the research and development of the first, second and
third generation improvement systems and drives them forward
by embracing the fourth generation industrial revolution.
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Deming Award:
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Generation 4

•

The 7Tao system is designed to develop solutions to the industrial
war that both superpowers, the USA and China, will face as they
struggle for transactional relevance in the global marketplace of
the 21st century. The solutions developed in the training are built
upon the transactional principles of defending competitiveness
and attacking corruption.

2018 onwards

7Tao
Lethal
competition

Training for Extreme Competition
•

7tao practise industrial warfare in a simulated
classroom environment. We understand the
nature of the US China conflict by conducting red
team based industrial sparring sessions and
studying the results of combat.

•

7Tao promote intricate analysis of cause and
effects - actions and reactions - punches and
counter punches - attack and defence motions.
Expecting the opponents moves is one of the
cornerstones of the 7Tao industrial combat
system.

•

7Tao call the industrial combat sessions, ‘The
fight for the factory’. 7Tao aspires to understand
the US China industrial war by developing
solutions to avoid Thucydides trap.

•

Sun Tzu describes, ‘The supreme art of war is to
win without fighting’. Bruce Lee interpreted this
concept further, describing the pinnacle of
conflict as ‘The art of fighting without fighting’.

•

Winning the US China industrial competition
means solving trade practise and process
problems in the classroom without engaging in
kinetic, industrial or economic warfare.

•

7Tao customers include governments,
manufacturing plants, corporations, institutions,
universities and specialist firms who are working
towards ethical, moral and fair transactions – by
defending competitiveness and attacking
corruption.

Understanding 7Tao the Industrial Martial Art
US China Trade War
7Tao – The Industrial Martial Art

An Introduction into the complexities and global
ramifications of the US China trade war – an
introduction to the 7Tao Industrial Martial Art

Defending Competitiveness:
256 Strategic, Tactical and
Operational techniques.

Attacking Corruption:

256 Strategic, Tactical and
Operational Techniques.

Industrial Combat Simulation:

Completing your project

Measuring Return on Investment

Problem Resolution

Training, assessment and certification in transactional
Defense. Students will learn 256 industrial defense
techniques which can be combined to serve 7Tao.

Training, assessment and certification in transactional
Attack. Students will learn 256 industrial attack
techniques which can be combined to serve 7Tao.

Defense and attack combined together to practice
industrial combat. Intense battle simulations produce
strength and weakness analysis for the customer.

Completing your project requires the student to protect
their transaction, company, country or marketplace
from the impact of industrial warfare by defending
competitiveness and attacking corruption.

Return on Investment measurement as your project
completion indicates its transactional impact in your
area of application.

Measuring reach through your project indicates
whether your desired solution can be exported to other
areas of the economy, business community or global
adoption scalability.

Industrial Battle Simulation
•

Every industrial warfare battle situation has a
different outcome. Time, competitors, employees,
economy, currency, international agreements,
disagreements, education, understanding and
misunderstanding can combine resulting in victory
or defeat. In each training session, you will
understand where your strategy, tactics and
operations lie in competition against other
industrial fighters.

•

7Tao combines the knowledge of the customer
with the multiple experiences of our Grand
Masters to go into battle in situations both known
and unknown. The industrial fight is ferocious and
the learning curve accompanying each bout steep.
The aim is pro-competitiveness and anticorruption.

•

7Tao seminars prepare the student for red team
combat through intense training sessions on
techniques of industrial battle in strategic, tactical
and operational levels comprising both attack and
defence formations.

•

Which manufacturer is the best? Who has the
most attractive transaction? This can only be
determined by diving into battle and finding out.
The trainers don’t just watch from the sidelines,
we take part in battle – it’s fun to forge students
into shape through intense industrial combat – the
best way to understanding is through addictive
battle experience.

7Tao Dojo
•

The 7 Senses of business are identified as the 7Tao - Price,
Delivery, Quality, Aftermarket, Customers, Shareholders and
Employees. With 256 tools structuring defence and 256 tools
structuring attack, a total of 512 tools can be selected to support
your 7Tao transaction. When combined with the 7Tao training,
infinite combinations of defence and attack are experienced
through the practise of exciting industrial martial arts.

•

7Tao tools and techniques are further supported with numerous
ancient battle philosophies originating from the Mongols, Romans,
Persians, Chinese, Japanese, British and other cultures. The
student receives an industrial engineering war fighting pallet
which they can add to their own combat style.

•

7Tao uses engineered products from a range of industrial
applications to help the student simulate industrial combat.
Products come from multiple industries including Modelling,
Aerospace, FMCG , Racing and Automotive technologies allowing
the student to gain a varied knowledge exposure to develop their
own combat styles.

•

Guided by the world class British education system and a strong
industrial input spanning two centuries of repetitive industrial
revolutions, 7Tao produces effective customer led solutions to the
21st century challenge of the US-China competition.

•

7Tao Engineering are a British company operating under equal
opportunities policy. We welcome students from all over the
world.

Literature
•

Books.

•

Manuals.

•

Lectures.

•

Training.

•

Industrial combat simulation.

•

Industrial combat sessions.

•

International Sparring.

•

International auditing.

•

International British education standards.

•

Information, consulting, advice and guidance.

•

Project design.

•

Defending competitiveness.

•

Attacking corruption.

•

International Certification.

Contact us
www.7tao.co.uk
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